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The customization of the properties of layered double hydroxides nanoparticles (LDH-NPs) is essential to opti-
mize their design innovative systems for biomedical applications. Response surfacemethodologies (RSMs), a col-
lection of mathematical and statistical techniques that allowsmultivariate optimization of processes, are a useful
tool for LDH-NPs customization. In this work, RSMs were used to study the synthesis parameters governing the
size and composition of Mg\\Al LDH-NPs (Mg/Al= 3) labeledwith fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC2−) and pre-
pare customized samples for biological assays. The influence of [Al3+], [OH−]/[Mg2++Al3+], 2[FITC2−]/[Al3+]
and time of the hydrothermal treatment (tHT) was determined by a Box-Behnken experimental design (BBD).
The experimental responses were hydrodynamic diameter (dH), polidispersity index (PI) and FITC2− content
(%FITC), and their dependence with the synthesis variables was described by polynomial model. The model cor-
related high [Al3+] with large dH values due to aggregation processes, while tHT was themain variable governing
the size of the disaggregated units. These results were explained based on the precipitation and recrystallization
mechanisms of LDH-NPs. Themathematical model derived from the BBD accurately predicted the synthesis con-
ditions to obtain LDH-NPswith controlled dH values between 50 and 200 nm,minimum PI and tunable %FITC. The
convenience of the synthesized LDH-NPs for biological assays were tested in experiments with giant unilamellar
vesicles and cell cultures monitored by confocal microscopy.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Layered double hydroxides (LDHs) are increasingly proposed for
biomedical applications (Ladewig et al., 2010b; Chen et al., 2013; Ma
et al., 2014; Kuo et al., 2015; Rojas et al., 2015) based on their synthesis
in the nanometer scale, biocompatibility, anion exchange capacity, high
chemical stability and pH-dependent solubility, aswell as controlled re-
lease and cellular permeation capabilities (Oh et al., 2006; Rojas et al.,
2015; Senapati et al., 2016). LDHs structure can be described as stacks
of brucite-like layers where the isomorphic substitution of divalent
(M2+) by trivalent (M3+) ions (e.g. M2+ = Mg2+, Co2+, Zn2+;
M3+ = Al3+, Ga3+, Fe3+, etc.) renders layers with positive charges
that are neutralized by hydrated exchangeable anions (An−(H2O)m) in-
tercalated between them (Drits and Bookin, 2001). They can be then
represented by the formula [M2+

(1 − x)M3+
x(OH)2](A)1/n·mH2O

(m= 1–5).
Coprecipitation is the conventional method for LDH synthesis

(Newman and Jones, 1998; He et al., 2006): it involves mixing metal
ions (M2+ andM3+) and base solutions in the presence of the interlayer
anion (An−). To synthesize LDH nanoparticles (LDH-NPs), these solu-
tions are rapidly mixed tomaximize nucleation against particle growth,
followed by the immediate separation from the synthesis media (Xu et
al., 2006a). Then, LDH-NPs are dispersed in water and aged in hydro-
thermal conditions to enhance their disaggregation and crystallinity
(Zhao et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2006b). The composition of the synthesis
starting solutions (total concentration of M2+ and M3+ ions, OH– to
(M2++M3+) ratio or An− concentration) controls particle size and dis-
tribution during the nucleation step, while temperature and time are
important factors during the aging step (Xu et al., 2006a; Rojas et al.,
2015). Consequently, the size of LDH-NPs can be tailored by controlling
the synthesis conditions either in the nucleation or the aging step.

Response surface methodologies (RSMs) involve a statistical design
of experiments devoted to the evaluation of the existing relationship
between a cluster of operational variables (OVs) and measured re-
sponses of a specific process according to one or more selected criteria
(Montgomery, 1991; Bezerra et al., 2008; Cuéllar et al., 2016). Multivar-
iate experimental methods are advantageous because they allow find-
ing the influence of each variable and their interactions to determine
global optimum conditions (Nejati et al., 2015; Cuéllar et al., 2016) to
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achieve particular, preset responses. Thus, these methods have been
used to optimize the synthesis conditions of nanoparticles (Wang et
al., 2006) and modify the properties and composition of cationic clays
such as bentonites (Meng and Yu, 2011).

The application of response surfacemethodology (RSM) is an attrac-
tive tool to customize the properties of LDH-NPs (Ghosal et al., 2015;
Sun and Dey, 2015a). In the case of the biomedical applications of
LDH-NPs (Gu et al., 2015; Sun and Dey, 2015b), the requested proper-
ties are related to the size and size distribution as these variables deter-
mine their citotoxicity (Choi et al., 2008), cellular transfection efficiency
(Chen et al., 2013; Dong et al., 2014), and drug release profile (Zhang et
al., 2014). In addition, highly sensitive, reliable and robust labeling
methods are necessary to enable LDH-NPs tracking for cellular uptake
and membrane permeation studies. Fluorescein isothiocyanate, incor-
porated as divalent anion (FITC2−) between the LDH-NPs layers, has
been widely used as a fluorescent label (Xu et al., 2008; Musumeci et
al., 2010). On this regard, developing a model for tailoring the size and
composition of LDH-NPs is useful for biological studies, and, hence, op-
timizing their biomedical applications (Kuthati et al., 2015; Wu et al.,
2015).With this systematic approach the number of experiments need-
ed to reach a global optimum is relatively low and the best synthesis
conditions are found because the interactions between OVs are taken
into account. In the light of synthesis processes, theOVs can be classified
as chemical (such as the initial reagents, their concentrations and ratios)
and procedural (like thermal or aging treatments) ones whereas the re-
sponses are determined by the requested properties of the synthesized
particles.

In this work, we applied a RSM to optimize the synthesis of
FITC2−-labeled LDH-NPs considering the specific requirements of
biological assays using a well-known coprecipitation method (Xu
et al., 2006a). A Box–Behnken design was employed to statistically
evaluate the effect of chemical and procedural OVs on three
responses of the LDH-NPs: hydrodynamic diameter, polidispersity
index and the FITC2− content. To predict the mathematical
relationship between OVs and responses, a polynomial model was
fitted to the experimental results that provided the optimal LDH-
NPs properties for biological studies. Finally, the validation step
comprised the synthesis of LDH-NPs in the nanometer range with
minimum polydispersity and tunable fluorophore content, whose
suitability was tested in biological assays with giant unilamellar
vesicles and cell cultures followed by confocal microscopy.

It is worth mentioning that compared to traditional univariate
methods RSM allowed tuning the properties of LDH-NPs, as well as
getting a better understanding of the mechanisms involved in the
synthesis procedure. In this work RSM was applied to improve the
performance of LDH-NPs in biological assays, as the size,
polidipersity and fluorophore contents. These features provide this
work with a novel approach regarding the optimization OVs
involved in LDH-NPs synthesis with the final purpose of addressing
biological studies. As far as we know, such an approach has not
been published in the LDH literature.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Chemicals and solutions

Reagent grade MgCl2·6H2O, NaHCO3 (Cicarelli), NaCl (J.T. Baker),
AlCl3·6H2O, KCl, CaCl2 (Anedra), sodium fluorescein isothiocyanate
(Sigma-Aldrich)were usedwith noprevious purification. Phospholipids
were purchased fromAvanti. Thefluorescent probeBodipyTR-Ceramide
was obtained from Life Technologies. ITO slides were provided by
Nanocs. All solutions were prepared with purified (18 MΩ Milli Q,
Millipore System) water that was decarbonated by boiling and N2 bub-
bling. Unless otherwise stated, all experiments were performed at room
temperature.
2.2. Synthesis and optimization methodology of LDH-NPs

(Mg, Al) LDH-NPs intercalated with chloride and labeled with
FITC2− were prepared by a coprecipitation method at variable pH in-
volving separate nucleation and aging steps (Xu et al., 2006a). The fol-
lowing solutions were mixed within 10 s under vigorous stirring: (1)
a 12 mL solution of Mg2+ and Al3+, with a 3:1 Mg/Al ratio and
[Al3+] = 0.10, 0.25 or 0.40 M, with (2) a 40 mL NaOH solution ([OH−]/
[Mg2++Al3+] = 2.00, 2.75 or 3.50) containing the fluorescent label
([FITC2−]/[Al3+] = 0, 0.10 or 0.20). Once the addition was finished, the
prepared solid was immediately separated by centrifugation from the
synthesis solution and washed twice with 50 mL of water. Afterwards,
the solid was dispersed in 50 mL of water and submitted to hydrother-
mal treatment at 80 °C for different times (tHT = 0, 4 or 8 h). The pre-
pared dispersions were stored in closed bottles at room temperature
and used directly in the experiments. A portion of the dispersion was
freeze-dried to perform the chemical and structural characterization.
[Al3+], [OH−]/[Mg2++Al3+], [FITC2−]/[Al3+] and tHT were chosen as op-
erational values (OVs) of the synthesis procedure and 29 experiments
were performed, according to the Experimental Design described in
Section 2.4.

2.3. LDH-NPs characterization

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and electrophoretic light scattering
(ELS) was used to determine hydrodynamic diameter (dH), polydisper-
sity index (PI) and zeta potential (ζ) data, using a Delsa Nano C instru-
ment (Beckman Coulter). dH and PI values were calculated from the
autocorrelation function (g(2)) with the cumulants method, while elec-
trophoretic mobilities were converted to ζ using the Smoluchowski
equation. dH, PI and ζ data are informed as the average from three deter-
minations. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained
in a FE-SEM Σigma instrument on samples covered with a Cr layer.
The samples were prepared from the LDH-NPs dispersions, which
were diluted 1:1000 in water. A drop of the diluted dispersion was
placed on the holder and dried at 60 °C. C, N, and S (CNS) contents
were determined using a CHN 2400 Serie II Elemental Analyzer, using
cisteine as reference. FITC2− content (%FITC, w/w) was calculated from
C content considering FITC2− chemical formula and molecular weight.
Powder X-Ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were recorded in a Phillips
X'pert Pro instrument using a CuKα lamp (λ = 1.5408 Å) at 40 kV
and 40 mA between 5° and 70° (2θ) in step mode (0.05°, 1.2 s). FT-IR
spectra were measured in a Bruker IFS28 instrument using KBr pellets
(1:100 sample:KBr ratio).

2.4. Experimental design

The Box–Behnken design (BBD) is a spherical, revolving RSM that
consists of a central point and the middle points of the edges of the
cube circumscribed on the sphere. BBD is a class of rotatable or nearly
rotatable second-order design based on three-level, incomplete factorial
designs. The number of experiments (N) required for BBD development
is defined asN=2 k (k− 1)+ C0, where k is the number of OVs and C0
is the number of central point (Ferreira et al., 2007). A second order
polynomial model was fitted to the experimental results to obtain the
mathematical relationship between independent OVs and dependent
response. Then, the relationship between response and OVswas formu-
lated as:

Y ¼ β0þ ∑
k

i¼1
βixi þ ∑

k

i¼1
βiix

2
i þ ∑

k−1

i¼1
∑
k

j¼2
βijxix j þ ε ð1Þ

where Y is the predicted response, β0 is the offset term, βi are coeffi-
cients of linear effect, βii are coefficients of squared effect, βij are coeffi-
cients of interaction effect, and ε is the random error (Eq. (1)).



Table 2
Validation experiments performed according to the responses polynomial models.

Validation experiment

Responses I II III

Predicted dH (nm) 50 104 153
Prediction range (nm) 40–60 80–130 120–180
Experimental dH (nm) 58 115 140
Predicted PI 0.16 0.20 0.20
Prediction range 0.07–0.32 0.08–0.44 0.10–0.37
Experimental PI 0.14 0.19 0.25
Predicted % FITC 3.3 7.1 5.3
Prediction range 1.9–4.6 5.7–8.5 4.0–6.5
Experimental %FITC 3.6 6.6 4.7

Operational variables (OVs)
2[FITC2−]/[Al+3] 0.05 0.20 0.15
[OH−]/[Mg2++Al3+] 2.25 2.50 2.75
[Al3+] (M) 0.10 0.10 0.25
tHT (h) 2 6 6
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In this study, the optimization process of the LDH-NPs synthesis was
carried out using BBD for the four OVs abovementioned ([Al3+], [OH−]/
[Mg2++Al3+], [FITC2−]/[Al3+] and tHT). The range of these four param-
eters were chosen based on our preliminary experiments and on the lit-
erature (Xu et al., 2006a; Ladewig et al., 2010a). It led to 24 factorial
points and 5 replicates at the center point to allow the estimation of
pure error, indicating that altogether 29 experiments were required
(Table 1). dH, PI and %FITCwere chosen as the responses to be modeled.

Design-Expert 7.0.0 softwarewas employed to generate experimen-
tal designs, statistical analyses, and regression models. The adequacy of
the developed models was tested by the coefficient of determination
(R2) and its statistical significance was checked by a Fisher F-test. The
level of significance was given as values of the probability (p-
value) b 0.05.

2.5. LDH-NPs optimization for biological assays

The validation of themodel was performed by determining the opti-
mal OVs to synthesize LDH-NPswith controlled particle size (around50,
100 and 150 nm), low PI (b0.25) and customizable FITC (between 3 and
7% depending of the fluorescence needed for the experiments). Three
different preset responses were selected and the corresponding synthe-
ses were carried out with the OVs selected (Table 2).

Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) and cells (RAW264.7) were se-
lected to evaluate the convenience of the synthesized LDH-NPs for
biological assays. GUVs containing 80% palmytoiloleoyl phosphatidyl-
choline (POPC) and 20% palmitoyloleoyl phosphatidylserine (POPS)
were synthesized on ITO slides using the classical electroformation
technique (Wesolowska et al., 2009). Briefly, 10 μL of a 0.5 mg/mL
lipid stock solution of POPC:POPS (4:1 mol ratio; solvent: chloroform/
methanol 2:1 (v/v)) with 0.2% of the fluorescent lipid BodipyTR-Cer-
amide was spread onto two ITO-coated slides (electroformation elec-
trodes). The slides were submitted to vacuum for 4 h to eliminate the
traces of organic solvent. GUVs formation, in sucrose solutionsmatching
the osmolarity of the buffer Tris-HCl 50 mM pH 7.4, was performed for
40 min under a sinusoidal potential of 1 V and 10 Hz and at room
temperature. GUVs were incubated with LDH-NPs dispersions at a
Table 1
Operational variables (OVs) and responses of the BBD runs for LDH-NPs synthesis.

Run 2[FITC2−]/[Al+3] [OH−]/[Mg2++Al3+] [Al3+]

1 0 3.50 0.25
2 0.10 2.75 0.25
3 0.10 2.75 0.25
4 0.20 3.50 0.25
5 0.10 3.50 0.25
6 0.20 2.75 0.40
7 0.10 2.00 0.25
8 0.10 3.50 0.10
9 0 2.75 0.25
10 0.10 2.00 0.10
11 0.10 2.75 0.25
12 0.20 2.75 0.25
13 0.10 2.00 0.40
14 0.10 2.75 0.10
15 0.10 2.75 0.10
16 0.10 2.75 0.25
17 0.10 2.75 0.40
18 0 2.75 0.10
19 0 2.00 0.25
20 0.10 2.75 0.40
21 0 2.75 0.25
22 0.10 3.50 0.25
23 0.20 2.75 0.25
24 0.10 2.00 0.25
25 0.20 2.00 0.25
26 0.10 3.50 0.40
27 0.10 2.75 0.25
28 0 2.75 0.40
29 0.20 2.75 0.10
concentration of 100 μg/mL in Tris-HCl 50 mM pH 7.4 for 10 min. As a
control experiment, GUVs was incubated with 5 μM FITC2− in the
same conditions. Confocal images were performed on a LSM 5 PASCAL
(Zeiss).

The cell line RAW264.7 was bought from ATCC and expanded from
the initial into a master cell bank. Cells were maintained in Dulbecco's
modified eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum, 200 U/mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (all from
Invitrogen). Cells were grown in a humidified incubator at 37 °C and
5% CO2. For the uptake experiments, cells were seeded at a density of
50,000 cells/cm2. On the following day, the cells were washed twice
with buffer Tris-HCl 50 mM (pH 7.4) and incubated with LDH-NPs dis-
persions at a concentration of 100 μg/mL for 4 h. Following incubation,
cells were washed twice with pre-warmed Tris-HCl 50 mM and fixed
with 1% paraformaldehyde during 5 min at 4 °C. Nuclei were stained
with Hoechst 33258 and then coverslips were mounted on glass slides
using Fluorsave reagent (Merck Millipore). Confocal images were per-
formed on a FluoView 300 Confocal Microscope (Olympus).
(M) tHT(h) dH (nm) PI %FITC

4 6586 1.50 0
4 113 0.21 3.2
4 109 0.14 3.1
4 158 0.23 4.1
0 390 0.31 3.4
4 12,915 3.34 4.4
0 48 0.26 3.2
4 90 0.12 3.3
0 88 0.21 0
4 75 0.26 4.6
4 128 0.20 3.1
8 121 0.17 4.0
4 19,748 6.01 5.2
0 47 0.23 3.2
8 95 0.25 7.9
4 128 0.11 2.4
0 2685 0.85 2.8
4 102 0.17 0
4 71 0.19 0
8 2587 0.06 2.9
8 122 0.12 0
8 1813 0.20 3.2
0 2738 0.90 4.1
8 813 0.33 4.1
4 4150 0.70 6.2
4 4152 1.10 2.8
4 137 0.24 2.7
4 6038 1.46 0
4 96 0.22 4.8
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Optimization of the LDH-NPs synthesis

As described in the Experimental Section, four operational variables
(OVs)were chosen to optimize the synthesis of LDH-NPs: [Al3+], [OH−]/
[Mg2++Al3+], 2[FITC2−]/[Al3+] and tHT. On the other hand, dH, PI and
%FITC data were used as responses to be modulated from the LDH-NPs
synthesis. The experimental conditions of the 29 runs of the BBD are in-
cluded in Table 1, together with the responsesmeasured for each one of
them. The dH values measured for the different runs of the BBD varied
greatly (from 47 nm to a few μm). Values above 400 nm were not due
to a larger size of individual LDH-NPs but to their aggregation. Since
LDH-NPs dispersions are stabilized by electrostatic repulsions, the ag-
gregation process was enhanced when LDH-NPs presented ζ values
below 35 mV (Supporting Information, Fig. S1), while high ζ values
are associated to low dH regions.

To determine the main significant effects of the OVs, an analysis of
the variance (ANOVA) was conducted. For the data analysis, dH values
above 400 nmwere rescaled per dH′=400+ dH/10 tominimize the ag-
gregation effect. This correction allowed keeping the values of the ag-
gregated nanoparticles above 400 nm and minimized their weight in
the fitting, which diminished their effect in the study of the non-aggre-
gated samples. The ANOVA analysis (Tables S1 and S2 for dH and PI data
analysis, respectively) showed the linear and interactive relationships
between the OVs and the responses. The significance of each term was
assessed according to their p-values. The ANOVA indicated that the
polynomial models were highly significant at probability level
p b 0.0001 for the response. The lack of fit p-values was 0.3155 and
0.7647 for dH and PI, respectively, which indicated an appropriate fitting
between responses and the OVs (Bia et al., 2014; Cuéllar et al., 2016).
After removing insignificant effects in coded values, the following poly-
nomial models were obtained for dH (Eq. (2)) and PI (Eq. (3)):

1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
dH

p
¼ 0:08281388þ 1:248783X1 þ 0:0318461X2

þ 1:96073138X3−0:06999943X4−0:526481X1X2

−3:145086X1X3−0:049461X1X4−0:63587281X2X3

þ0:3895001X2X4 þ 0:01802053X3X4−6:6868X2
1

−0:00709376X2
2−4:89161422X2

3 þ 0:00027061X2
4

þ1:3527X2
1X2 þ 0:5X2

1X4 þ 0:120619X1X
2
2

þ5:870548X1X
2
3−0:00606041X2

2X4 þ 1:40494812X2X
2
3

ð2Þ
Fig. 1. Response contours (scale in nm) of the hydrodynamic diameter (dH) polynomial model e
2[FITC2−]/[Al3+] = 0 and [Al3+] = 0.10 (A); 0.25 (B) or 0.40 mol L−1 (C).
1= PI þ 1ð Þ3 ¼ 1:739165038
þ 3:9985487X1−0:593723935X2−11:85953515X3

−0:06830646X4−9:0241638X1X2 þ 3:2366014X1X3

−0:330987X1X4 þ 11:35962727X2X3 þ 0:017844102X2X4

þ0:14866568X3X4−42:1178X2
1−0:041652518X2

2

−11:80917343X2
3−13:05851X2

1X2−117:00157X2
1X3

þ2:68069X2
1X4 þ 2:6412961X1X

2
2 þ 41:0852252X1X

2
3

−2:107588676X2
2X3

ð3Þ

where ×1 is 2[FITC2−]/[Al3+], ×2 is [OH−]/[Mg2++Al3+], ×3 is [Al3+]
and ×4 is tHT.

The goodness of the fit was checked by the coefficient of determina-
tion (R2). TheR2 values of 0.994 and 0.969 (Tables S1 and S2) are in good
agreementwith the experimental results, indicating that 99.4 and 96.9%
of the variability can be predicted by themodel for dH and PI, respective-
ly. Consequently, themodelswere expected to predict the range that in-
cluded the experimental responses measured for newly synthesized
samples with preset values of the OVs. The validation of the predictive
capacity of the model is discussed in Section 3.2.

Fig. 1 shows the response contours of dH polynomial model
expressed by Eq. (1) in the absence of FITC2− (% FITC = 0) at three
[Al3+]. Only dH values below 400 nm were measured for [Al3+] =
0.10 mol L−1 independently of the values of the other OVs whereas at
[Al3+] = 0.40mol L−1, the area with dH values above 400 nm dominat-
ed the contour, which indicated that mainly aggregated particles were
obtained at high [Al3+]. Finally, the points for [Al3+] = 0.25 mol L−1

were located in an intermediate region and dH values increased steeply
with increasing [OH−]/[Mg2++Al3+]. Similar results were obtained at
higher %FITC values and, consequently, [Al3+] = 0.10 mol L−1 was se-
lected as optimal OV for attaining FITC2−-labeled LDH-NPs.

The size and polydispersity of LDH-NPs were controlled by their
coprecipitation and recrystallization mechanisms (Sun and Dey,
2015a, 2015b; Galvão et al., 2016). LDH-NPs are primarily nucleated
as amorphous nanoparticles with sizes below 100 nm. These particles
have a lower number of high-energy sites (i.e., charged sites) per unit
surface area compared to the thermodynamically stable crystalline
counterpart and, consequently, they are heavily aggregated (Sun and
Dey, 2015b). When the particles are washed and dispersed in water, a
portion of the particles, determined by their solubility products
(Boclair and Braterman, 1999), are dissolved and thermodynamically
stable LDH-NPs are formed due to the recrystallization processes
(Navrotsky, 2011; Sun and Dey, 2015a). These processes are enhanced
by aging of LDH-NPs under hydrothermal conditions and they lead to
larger LDH-NPs units with a higher concentration of surface charged
sites, which hindered their aggregation. The aggregation of LDH-NPs
xpressed by Eq. (1). The response contourswere obtained for 11 × 11matrixes obtained at
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at high [Al3+] was then assigned to the high particle concentration in
the resulting dispersions. Therefore, the fraction of dissolved solid was
lower, which hindered the recrystallization processes. Also, high pH
values inhibit LDH-NPs dissolution-recrystallization processes, which
explained the increasing aggregation with increasing [OH−]/
[Mg2++Al3+] at [Al3+] = 0.25 M.

Contrarily, tHT was the main tool to minimize the particles aggrega-
tion and control the particle size of LDH-NPs, as demonstrated by Fig. 2,
which shows the dependence of dH and PI polynomial models with tHT,
[OH−]/[Mg2++Al3+], and 2[FITC2−]/[Al3+] at [Al3+]= 0.10mol L−1. In
agreement with the literature (Musumeci et al., 2010; Dong et al.,
2015), the model indicated a general particle size increment with
Fig. 2.Response surface of the hydrodynamic diameter (dH) and the polidispersity (PI) polynom
for 11 × 11 matrixes obtained at (A) tHT = 0 h; (B) tHT = 4 h (C) tHT = 8 h. [Al3+] = 0.10 M.
increasing tHT (Fig. 2, left). On the other hand, there was a crossed inter-
action between 2[FITC2−]/[Al3+] and [OH−]/[Mg2++Al3+]: the lowest
dH values were obtained when both OVs were in the maximum or the
minimum, while when one of them was in the maximum and the
other one in the minimum, dH reached the highest value. According to
the polynomial model, the particle size of LDH-NPs can be tailored be-
tween 50 and 100 nm at tHT = 0 by controlling 2[FITC2−]/[Al3+] and
[OH−]/[Mg2++Al3+]. On the other hand, this range was enlarged up
to 400 nm by regulating tHT. Besides controlling the average particle
size of LDH-NPs, minimizing thewidth of the size distribution is a man-
datory requirement to prepare nanoparticles with controlled proper-
ties. The PI values (Fig. 2, right) decreased with increasing tHT, while
ialmodels expressed by Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. The response surfaceswere obtained



Fig. 4. Response surface of the FITC2− content (%FITC) polynomial model expressed by Eq.
(3). The response surface was obtained for 11 × 11 matrix measured at [Al3+] =
0.1 mol L−1 and tHT = 4 h.
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2[FITC2−]/[Al3+] and [OH−]/[Mg2++Al3+] showed a parallel effect to
that observed for dH values. The lowest PI values were obtained when
both OVs were in their minimum or maximum values simultaneously
and, contrarily, PI values rose when decreasing one of the OVs while in-
creasing the other one.

The actual morphology of the particles are exemplified in Fig. 3,
which includes size distribution plots and SEM images of LDH-NPs pre-
pared at [Al3+] = 0.10 mol L−1 and tHT = 4 h. In all cases the nanopar-
ticles were disc-shaped, with ill-defined edges. In general, the size
distribution reflected in the morphology of the particles shown in the
SEM images. However, with the less monodisperse sample (run 29)
there was some discrepancy regarding the amount of small and large
particles. In fact, DLS measurements of polydisperse dispersions are
dominated by the larger particles due to the lower light scattering ca-
pacity of the smaller ones.

Finally, FITC2− content (%FITC) was also evaluated as a response and
subjected to data analysis. The ANOVA analysis (Table S3) showed that
the polynomial model was highly significant at probability level
(p b 0.0001) for the response and the statistical significance of the
model was checked by F-test. The polynomial model to predict the
%FITC values of the prepared LDH-NPs (Eq. (4)) was:

Y3 ¼ 13:5233121þ 83:2153083X1−9:07327368X2−11:169311X3

−9:71498898X1X2−123:723992X2
1 þ 1:63830436X2

2

þ20:9574843X2
3

ð4Þ

where ×1 is 2[FITC2−]/[Al3+]; ×2, [OH−]/[Mg2++Al3+], and ×3, [Al3+].
On the other hand, %FITC showed no dependence with tHT. R2 value
(0.961) denoted a high significance of the model.

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of %FITC polynomial model, expressed
by Eq. (3), with [OH−]/[Mg2++Al3+], and 2[FITC2−]/[Al3+] at
[Al3+] = 0.10 mol L−1. As expected, %FITC increased with increasing
2[FITC2−]/[Al3+], while the [OH−]/[Al3+] effect was related to
competition of FITC2− and OH– anions for LDH anion exchange sites.
Also, surface deprotonation reactions of hydroxyl groups diminished
the particle charge and the anion exchange capacity of LDH-NPs
(Rojas et al., 2011; Giacomelli and Rojas, 2015). On the other hand,
Fig. 3. Particle size distribution in intensity and SEM images of runs 8, 14 and 29. T
tHT, contrarily to that of dH and PI, present no significant effect in
FITC2− incorporation. FITC2− incorporation was produced without
changing the ζ values of the synthesized LDH-NPs (Fig. S1B), which in-
dicated that the FITC2−were attached exclusively by electrostatic inter-
actions and/or located between the LDH layers (Rojas et al., 2014). The
PXRD patterns of LDH-NPs (Supporting Information Fig. S2) showed
peaks corresponding to LDH phases with basal spacing around 8.1 Å,
due to the intercalation of chloride anions. A larger spacing was expect-
ed for LDH-NPs containing FITC2− because of the dye size(Xu et al.,
2008). However, the low loading (up to 20% of chloride replaced by
the dye) resulted in negligible changes in the average interlayer spacing.

3.2. Validation of the model

To verify the suitability of the defined polynomial models, three val-
idation experiments were carried out with the appropriate OVs that
he responses of the corresponding runs are marked in bold letters in Table 1.
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gave the optimum responses for the biological assayswithGUVs or cells.
In general, particles with dH values ranging from 50 nm to 200 nmand a
low PI (below 0.25) are preferred for biomedical applications(Nel et al.,
2009) whereas FITC2− content depends on the studied biological target
(GUVs or cells). To reach appropriate signals in the confocalmicroscope,
the fluorophore content in GUVs experimentswas kept low because the
images were taken directly from the suspensions containing the labeled
LDH-NPs in the presence of GUVs. On the other hand, cell experiments
involved several washing steps demanding higher fluorophore content
in the initial labeled LDH-NPs suspensions. Hence, %FITC = values of 3
and 7 were selected to produce a suitable fluorescence at LDH-NPs for
GUVs or cells, respectively. These constraints were used to validate the
ability of the polynomial models to predict the range where d, PI and
%FITC values are included for LDH-NPs prepared by selected synthesis
conditions.

Table 2 compares the experimental d, PI and %FITC values to the pre-
dicted range of values obtained from the polynomial models for the dif-
ferent validation experiments. In all cases, the experimental results
Fig. 5. Confocal images of (A) GUVs incubated with fluorescein(B) and labeled LDH-NPs (valida
4 h of incubation.
were found within the predicted range for all the responses, confirming
that the developed models were able to predict the selected responses.
Then, the model allowed optimizing the synthesis of LDH-NPs in the
nanometer range with a narrow size distribution as well as tunable
FITC2− contents by changing OVs, such as tHT, 2[FITC2−]/[Al3+] and
[OH−]/[Al3+] for [Al3+] = 0.10 mol L−1. Even [Al3+] can be modulated
within certain range, as demonstrated by the validation experiment III
([Al3+] = 0.25 mol L−1)

3.3. Interaction of LDH-NPs with GUVs and cells

The suitability of the synthesized LDH-NPs for biological assays was
determined in experimentswith GUVs and a cell line (RAW264) follow-
ed by confocal microscopy (Fig. 5). GUVs are micrometric scale lipo-
somes enclosing an internal aqueous environment and bounded by a
single phospholipid bilayer membrane (Walde et al., 2010). Conse-
quently, they display a set of physical features (size, lipid structure
and control of the internal content) that closely replicates, albeit in a
tion experiment I) (C). Cellular uptake of labeled LDH-NPs (validation experiment II) after
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more simplified manner, the structural organization of cellular mem-
branes (Matosevic, 2012). Compared to other systems that imitate bio-
logical membranes, GUVs are less prone to develop artifacts than, for
example, supported bilayers, and they resemble cell membranes more
closely than lipid monolayers do (Juhasz et al., 2012). The main benefit
of GUVs is the possibility of distinguishing the physicochemical interac-
tions from the biological ones.

Fig. 5A shows a control experiment where the GUVs, marked with
the fluorescent lipid BodipyTR-Ceramide (red), were placed in a medi-
um containing only FITC2−. Panels I and II show the general view of
the GUVs in this medium, while panels III to V display a single vesicle,
representative of the global behavior of the system. The red channel im-
ages, corresponding to the membrane marker emission (Panels I and
III), indicate that spherical GUVs with smooth surface were prepared,
and panel VI demonstrate that the membrane marker was homoge-
neously distributed in the whole structure. Conversely, the green chan-
nel, corresponding to FITC2− emission (panels II, V), shows no
fluorescence inside theGUVs, indicating the lowmembrane permeation
capacity of free FITC2−. Finally, the colocalization image (panel IV), indi-
cates that there was no accumulation of free FITC2− at the GUVs
membrane.

On the other hand, Fig. 5B shows the same experiment in the pres-
ence of FITC2−-labeled LDH-NPs. LDH-NPs with low % FITC (validation
experiment I) were used to avoid saturation of the fluorescence detec-
tor. Red channel images (panels I and III) displayed an uneven distribu-
tion of the membrane marker owing to a change in the lipidic structure
of themembrane (panel VI). In addition, FITC2− signal was detected in-
side the GUVs (Panels II and V), which pointed to an increased vesicle
permeability in the presence of LDH-NPs. Finally, the colocalization
image (panel IV) demonstrates that LDH-NPs were accumulated at the
GUVs surface. LDH-NPs were then responsible for the uneven lipidic
structure of the GUVsmembrane and the consequent increased perme-
ability. This result emphasized the importance of the attractive electro-
static interactions between the positively charged FITC2−-labeled LDH-
NPs and the negatively charged membrane of the GUVs (ζ = −15.4 ±
0.5 mV in small POPC/POPS vesicles (d = 120 nm) in identical media
conditions). Thus, LDH-NPs accumulated on the surface of the GUVs,
causing the uneven redistribution of the anionic lipids fraction of the
membrane and the concomitant increase in their permeability.

The LDH-NPs with high FITC2− content (validation experiment II)
were used to measure cell internalization in culture medium (Fig. 5C).
Nucleus marker (blue channel, Panel I) and phase-contrast (panel III)
images indicate that the morphology of the cells was maintained after
incubation in the presence of LDH-NPs for 4 h. On the other hand,
FITC2− emission image (panel II) shows that LDH-NPswere internalized
by these cells. This result was in good agreement with that found in the
literature (Gu et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2013; Dong et al., 2014) and the
increasing permeability of biological membranes exposed by the exper-
iments with GUVs.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a Box–Behnken designwas used to optimize and study
the effects of chemical ([Al3+], [OH−]/[Mg2++Al3+] and [FITC2−]/
[Mg2++Al3+]) and procedural (aging time, tHT) operational variables
(OVs) on the particle size, polidispersity and FITC2− content of LDH-
NPs. The experimental data were fitted by polynomialmodels that, rep-
resented as response surfaces, allowed estimating both the individual
and interactive effects of the OVs. The aggregation of LDH-NPs increased
with [Al3+] while the size of the individual platelets increased with tHT,
whichwas explained by the coprecipitation and recrystallizationmech-
anism of LDH-NPs. Themodel also allowed the incorporation of FITC in a
controllable manner, while the positive ζ values measured for FITC con-
taining samples indicated that this incorporation was not preferentially
produced at the particle surface. The model validation was performed
on the synthesis conditions to prepare optimized LDH-NPs for
biomedical assays: controlled size (between 50 and 200 nm), low
polidispersity and tunable FITC2− content. The concordance between
the experimental data and the calculated responses was optimal,
which confirmed the good predictive capacity of the polynomial
model. Then, response surface methodologies demonstrated to be a
useful tool to customize the properties of LDH-NPs. In the case of biolog-
ical assays, it allowed obtaining determining the interactions between
LDH-NPs and giant unilamellar vesicles, which gives insights about the
physical interactions between LDH-based nanocarriers and cells.
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